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Exoplanet discoveries
3703  planets
2773  system

621  multiple







• 20-30% solar-type stars with planets 
• At least 1 planet per star 
• Multiple (rocky) planetary systems are 

common
• Specially true for M-type stars, with a 

very large fraction of planetary 
occurrence rates

• Planets are everywhere

Exoplanets: What have we learned 
so far?



From detection to …

Atmospheric characterization



Transit spectroscopy: first detections of 
planetary atmospehres

Chemical 
composition!!





Circulation, Crude Mapping

Phase Curves:  reflected light from the planet leading 
to albedo and temperature



The planet moves at different velocity than 
the star



Thanks



Thanks



One in 1,000-10,000 photons 
cross the planetary atmosphere

One in 100,000-1,000,000 photons 
cross the planetary atmosphere



Focus of searches: 
brightest and closest stars

TESS - 2018 PLATO  - 2025



Anglada-Escudé et al. (2015)









But these are not the only 
ones….
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Habitable ≠ Inhabited
How will we know?



The spectrum of an inhabited planet

Simultaneous presence of:
- Water
- Ozone (Oxigen)
- Carbon Dioxide

These three gases cannot co-exist in 
the atmosphere of a planet without the 
presence of life.  Life changes the 
atmosphere of a planet
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Blue planet?
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Earth’s Transmission Spectrum

Palle et al, Nature, 2009



Visible light

Near-IR light

Chlorophyll

Surface Biosignatures/Bioclues



Surface Biosignatures/Bioclues

Life changes the Surface of a planet 



Thanks

r = 0.93

The terrestrial vegetation can 
be detected although  the signal 

is small ...

Montañes-Rodriguez et al ApJ, 2006



Extrasolar planets are expected to exhibit a wide range of 
evolutionary stages, as the Earth did. 

What was detectable then? 



The Archean Earth

� The Earth has been inhabited for at least 85% of its history

� We focused on Earth 3000 million years ago, when the 
atmospheric composition was very different from today’s and 
the Sun was ~20% less bright



Purple bacteria

� One of the first life forms that colonized our planet. Anoxygenic 
photosynthesis. Color: red, brown or purple



Rotational variability

� Purple bacteria in coastal areas: most likely scenario

� Purple bacteria readily detectable in the cloud-free case and still visible in 
the cloudy case

Cloud free atmosphere Cloudy atmosphere

Sanroma et al, ApJ, 2014



Atmospheric Biomarkers         Bacteria + plants, animals

Surface Bio-clues?                  Bacteria              

Biomarkers in Time



So, how close we are?



James Webb Space Telescope - 2018
Not habitable Earths in general
(Hot Superearths)



Atmospheric characterization via High-Res 
Spec (FOV, +AO)    2025-2030



Detection of biosignatures in Earth-like 
planets

Detection of oxygen in transmission

Snellen et al, 2013



Transmission	spectroscopy

M	dwarf			Trappist	1	b	&	c:	

•1.3-1.7	um	H2O	band	at	an	SNR	of	6	in	two	transits
•0.9-1.1	um	H2O	band	in	4	transits
•CO2 in	4	transits.	
•molecular	oxygen	detected	in	25	transits.

For	these	planets,	the	transit	duration	is	less	than	1	hour.	



Direct	detection	of	the	planet’s	reflected	light

AO+	IFU		Reflected	light	cross-
correlation	signal	of	the	direct	
surroundings	of	Proxima,	
showing	Proxima	b	at	48	mas	

Cross-correlation signal from the planet can be seen at ~8 sigma level in 
7 nights, assuming an AO system similar to that of MICADO

With EAO system (EPICS)   10 x faster



Word of caution: Relying on M stars



It’s not easy to live around an M-star





Barnes et al. 2016



Exoplanet	Atmospheres	:	transmission	vs	direct	light

Probability	of	transits	of	Earth	- Sun		0.5%
Probability	of	transit		of	Earth	– M	star			1-2%

•We	will	only	be	able	to	explore	in	transmission	1/200	of	the	
closest	Sun-Earth	twins
•We	will	only	be	able	to	explore	in	transmission	1/50	of	the	closest	
Earth-like	planets	around	Mstars
•Probabilities	and	distances	=	photons

Transmission	spectroscopy	probes	the	(upper)	
atmosphere	of	the	planet	

Reflected	light	from	telluric	planets	probes	down	
to	the	surface,	including	surface	features	
(biomarkers)



Conclusions

• ELTs will be the first machines to have a shot at detecting biomarkers

• Stick to simple detection of atmospheric compositions

• Success will depend on

• Actual rate for life development for HZ planets around M stars

• Capability of the available instrumentation to explore a large enough
sample of planets (non-transiting)



Thanks !!


